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Companies cant alter or remove reviews from ProductReview.com.au. sara Greater Melbourne
Metropolitan, VIC Is there any filter so i can clean it. Do u just do hot rince to clean the washing
machine. Also little rust spots coming up is that any concern Like Share More Similar opinion. Write
a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Looking for Top Loading Washing Machines. Read the reviews
for Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad Antoinette Perth, WA 4 reviews It cleans beautifully. I
chose this model because it had manual controls and no push button computer controls which other
people have told me can go wrong if the computerized mechanism becomes faulty. The machine is
metal and very sturdy with an agitator which I find cleans clothes much better than a front loader.
Although expensive I think that is is totally worth the money. Absolutely fabulous, reliable and
relatively quiet. Date Purchased Aug 2008 Like Share More Similar opinion.The water consumption
is higher than I would like but the cleaning efficiency and reliability outweigh these considerations.
It is noisy compared to the direct drive machines but I find myself having a little groove in the
laundry to the beat so to speak. The gentle cycle is very gentle on my woolens and the extra rinse is
good for getting the extra detergent from my extra dirty work clothes. Reliability was my motivator
with this machine as we had an old second hand whirlpool for years before passing it on. Im a big
fan of the simplicity factor as well. Date Purchased Sep 2009 Like Share More Similar opinion. Write
a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Find out how Whirlpool 6ALSQ8000MW compares to other Top
Loading Washing Machines Know better, choose better. Compare all Net Bring back the HOOVER
WASHING MACHINES made in Australia. Date Purchased Sep 2008 Like Share More Similar
opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Sue Port Kennedy, Perth
W.http://www.rocksoliddesigns.biz/userfiles/electronic-manuals-cars.xml
1.0.

A 4 reviews 7 likes This machine will probably go for another few years yet, no rust as I see a few
have written, not noisey and no lint on clothes love this machine can fit King size doonas etc into it
Date Purchased Mar 2003 2 likes Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! June melbourne 19 reviews 14 likes I found that our clothes dont wear any
quicker, it is pretty loud but it does clean well when there is no lint but then again its a combination
of everything isnt it, like good washing powder etc. If you overload this machine it hasnt got a
warning beep thank goodness, it just stops, the only other issue I have had with this. Read more
machine after many years with it is that it doesnt spin dry sometimes so I have to make adjustments
to my load and then off it goes as good as new. The thing I really love about this machine is that
even with its agitator I can still fit doonas in here which is a bonus for a family of our size. I wouldnt
purchase this again but Im not in a rush to replace it either as its not costing us anything and it
cleans our clothes apart from lint but that is my only complaint which doesnt warrant a replacement
in my book especially when this machine has lasted this long our last FP washing machine didnt go
past 5 years and it cost an obscene amount so we are happy for now with this one. Date Purchased
Apr 2009 1 like Share More Similar opinion. Read the reviews for Speed Queen AWNA62 148
reviews Ad robbyt Sydney, NSW 4 reviews 2 likes Originally I hated it but now I dont know what I
will replace it with if it breaks down. I think we’ve had it repaired twice a problem with the gears.
Repairing was cheaper than a new machine. Good features It’s a real workhorse. It takes a big load
of bedding or towels with no problem. I frequently soak washing in it like sheets and towels, over
night and complete the wash next day. The manual control means I can completely control the wash
and get the results I want.http://www.aricam.com.tr/webupload/electronic-load-manual.xml

We live near the sea and. Read more everything in my home rusts but this machine is holding up
well. It tolerates extremely rough treatment from my grownup children who persistently overload it.

Not so good features It has no system for removal of lint and this drove me crazy initially until I read
the instructions, followed them, and worked out how to get rid of the lint. Simply sort the wash by
colours, 3 basic groups will get rid of the lint black, white and colours. It does use a lot of water
compared to a front loader but I like my washing properly rinsed. 1 like Share More Similar opinion.
Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Jack I am sorry I ever bought a whirlpool every load of
washing is covered with lint. I even tried liquid washing powder. I am very disappointed and I double
rinse. I will never entertain a whirlpool machine again and this is industrial one and I have noticed
rust on the drum not happy. Gabrielle Like Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! Other Top Loading Washing Machines Previous Speed Queen AWNE92 4.6
15 Esatto ETLW100B 5.0 1 Gecko GPW6BK 4.0 3 Speed Queen AWNA62 4.7 148 See all Top Loading
Washing Machines Next mumsbeenshoppingagain Shailer Park 5 reviews 2 likes Now contacting
whirlpool as more rust in my machine that clean clothes. Disappointed, was told it would last 810
years, which I am sure the motor and washing ability will as it does a super job, but the body will fall
apart around it before the motor dies. Disappointed, think I will just buy 2nd hand machines from
now on, as not worth spending the money on new ones.Write a review on ProductReview.com.au !
Find out how Whirlpool 6ALSQ8000MW compares to other Top Loading Washing Machines Know
better, choose better. Compare all Steve Brisbane Rust everywhere 1 like Share More Similar
opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au !
Susie167 Mandurah 3 reviews 1 like Purchaed another one because it did the larger loads and was
efficient timewise. However, this new machine purchased in feb 2011 was a bit noiser than the first
machine and has progressively been getting worse. Trying to contact whirlpool has been a delimma
in that you call an asian call centre. I would dearly like to speak to a manager to discuss implied
warranty on the noisey gearbox which my washing machine man tells me is the problem. Please give
me a phone number to talk to someone in Australia. Takes large loads and time efficient Noisey Like
Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Jennyp38 Maryborough 2
reviews 2 likes Every time i wash all the clothes come out either covered in lint or you can see fabric
softener on them or even better BOTH!!! My husband is a whitegoods repairer and is forever
repairing the electronic boards on washing machines. So he talked me into buying this manual one.
DONT DONT DONT buy one they are junk!!! Bought it because it didnt have electronic panel was a
manual machine Doesnt clean anything properly, forever delinting your clothes.big time waster 2
likes Share More 1 comment K LUMBY 8 years ago Had my top loader for 6 years best washer i have
ever had Like Report Similar opinion. Read the reviews for Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad
Maria00 ADELAIDE I really put this machine to work and it seems to be built to take it.I confidently
say it is an excellent machine made to last. It only has pros! Like Share More 1 comment washmum
8 years ago Machine seems to leave lint on clothing every time it is used. Another problem I cannot
see where the button is to start the wash. Never know which wash to put it on to prevent the lint
even on extra large we still have the same problem. Like Report Similar opinion.One of the factors in
the choice of this so I was told was that it doesnt have an electronic panel, unlike most other
machines on the market.

http://ninethreefox.com/?q=node/12963
Read more ired and can last for years, and theres a huge secondhand market demand for them. The
other factor in the decision was the size. I have a family of 5, and I have to wash every day to keep
up with the laundry piles. My husband is a brickie, and all 3 kids are boys, who are always grotty
and grimy. This machine can take huge loads. I can put large amounts of bedding through, or the
entire familys towels in a single load. Unlike so many other reviewers on this panel, I have absolutely
no complaints with the wash results. The clothes are cleaned well, and although the wash action
does seem quite robust, it hasnt destroyed anything. I do use a wash bag for all very delicate items,
though. The fact that it has an electronic temperature control is brilliant, as here in Canberra the
cold water can be absolutely freezing in winter, but this machine adds just enough hot water to
make the water the optimal temperature to achieve an effective cold wash. I really dont know how
others have had such problems with lint. I spent the first few washes searching for the lint filter to
empty it, because I assumed it had one, as there was no lint left on my clothes. You can imagine how
surprised I was to discover that there wasnt one. To me, thats a timesaving bonus. And no, after
around 2 years there still isnt any lint on my clothes. If Im going to nitpick, I suppose it doesnt spin
as well as my old machine the washing can still be a little damp at the end. And it is a long reach
down to the bottom to get out all the small items, so if you have major back problems I wouldnt
recommend it. Another VERY minor complaint is that it doesnt beep or anything when the load is
finished, which is mildly irritating after having that feature on my old washer. All in all, I really have
no complaints. Just dont drop the lid on your fingers, as it is really heavy! A little noisy, slightly
inadequate spin cycle, very deep bowl. Like Share More Similar opinion.
https://conform-edit.com/images/canon-5450-manual.pdf

I paid a small fortune for a machine with a large chip that may damage my clothes, yet Whirlpool
demonstrates absolutely no sense of urgency and takes no responsibility for my situation. Do not
even think of buying from this company. I had one of these delivered today and they took away my
old Kleenmaid. After the delivery guys left, I discovered a deep chip in the enamel bowl, about 3mm
x 2mm and right down to th. They refuse to let me talk to a supervisor. I am furious and very
unhappy. Like Share More Similar opinion. Compare all Scott1984 Melbourne Countless phone calls,
continual side stepping. Hoses to machine were incorrect on installation and leaked like a garden
hose. Due to its American origins, thread adapters are required to the inlets which does not allow
you to place the machine within 30cm of the wall at the rear. After finally getting the machine
working I discovered it actually doesnt wash the clothes. It makes a lot of noise and the clothes come
out covered in lint a. Read more nd often not clean. This machine should be taken off the market
immediately. Do not buy this machine. Solid looking construction. Clothes go in dirty, come out dirty
and covered in lint. Made for the American market not Australia. 1 like Share More Similar opinion.
Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Sandra29 AU Although the machine washers alright the
clothes come out covered in lint. Too much lint on the clothes. 1 like Share More Similar
opinion.Ended up selling it for next to nothing just to get it out of my sight. Very dissapointed with it,
expected more from a Whirlpool product.Like Share More Similar opinion. Read the reviews for
Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad Lars.J WA, 6112 10 reviews 10 likes The knob came off the
first time I used it and it was missing screws so it rattled when it was used, so I returned it only to
be given a replacement which after 10 days I noticed that the bowl had already had started to rust in
at least 6 different places.
https://connylahnstein.com/images/canon-550d-manual-sensor-cleaning.pdf

I had prevoiusly owned a whirlpool washer and I was happy with that and it took 10 years for rust to
start appearing in the bowl obviously the quality has become substandard over the 10 years. I would
not reccomend this machine to anyone, Please dont b. Read more uy one and save yourself the
drama which WILL be associated with buy these washing machines. I can only decribe this as the
biggest piece of junk I have ever bought. Nothing at all. Pieces fall off it and the bowl rusted after 10
days Like Share More Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! JennyD 12 reviews
4 likes I had the previous model, which did have a far more gentle cycle, for woollens etc, but thats
not my main wash anyway. Read more ck for tissues beforehand. It also can deal with a few items
without unbalancing something my front loader couldnt cope with where Id end up hand wringing
things in frustration. Whilst it hasnt got many programs to choose from 3 main ones, these are
plenty, if all you need are standard programs. Easy to use. Can shorten programs or start anywhere
through a program. Quick cycles. Robust exterior.Like Share More Similar opinion. I have done this
on previous machines no trouble but I cant work this heap of junk out. Like Report Ray asked 6
months ago Can you Still buy the replacement inbuilt lint filter for this whirlpool washer. I’ve tried
everything even did a Drum clean Service wash today and still had lint on cloths ready to buy a new
one this has been my only problem. Like Share More 1 answer Schae P. Whirlpool 6 months ago Hi
Ray, Please contact our Spare Parts Department on 1300 762 219 for the availability of the lint filter
replacement. Kind Regards, Whirlpool Like Report Jacqui Dunn asked 8 months ago I am having
problems with lint on my washing. I have tried numerous things to fix it I can not find the lint filter
on the machine model is 6alsq8000mw4 top loader Can you give me directions on where to find it.
Thank you Jacqui 1 like Share More 1 answer Anthony F. Whirlpool 8 months ago Hi Jacqui, This
Whirlpool model has a filter plate at the bottom of the tub that catches any lint or solid matter, but it
is not a mesh type filter. Rinse water flows over the filter, separating the lint from the water. The lint
spins out of the system during the spin cycle. The filter is supposed to be selfcleaning so if it is
leaving lint behind then maybe try running a rinse cycle without clothes to flush out remaining lint. I
throw lots in and push one button. It couldnt be easier. Read full review Stressfree Washing
Days.Happy with everything about it, its easy to use, sturdy, quick cycles, and the clothes come out
clean!! Excellent. Read full review Excellent no fuss washer. by Irene B. on Jul 7, 2020 Love this
washing machine, easy to use and takes hardly no time to finish the wash cycle. Clothes come out
clean. The only downside would be the price. Whether you love or loath being in the kitchen, our

community of reviewers have determined that out of almost 5,000 appliances on
ProductReview.com.au, these are the best available! Nathan S. Nov 01, 2019 Best Fridges and
Dishwashers in 2020. These large kitchen appliances are the backbone of your kitchen, meant to last
you many years. The initial cost of a fridge or dishwasher is high, so to make sure youre not buying a
lemon, here are the best fridges and best dishwashers of 2020. Our reviewers have provided
detailed ratings for important factors to consider when choosing a refrigerator or dishwasher, such
as Noise Level and Internal Layout. Wendy Z. Nov 12, 2019 Listing monitored by Whirlpool
representatives. Award Winner 2020 2019 2018 2017 Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad Official
Website Love my washing machine by MaryAnn on Aug 27, 2020 I love my washing machine. Read
full review ProductReview.com.au has affiliate partnerships. Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad.
Like Report Looking for Top Loading Washing Machines.
http://intechsol.kz/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162745c333a87b---br
other-520dt-manual.pdf
Read the reviews for Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad Ray asked 6 months ago Can you Still
buy the replacement inbuilt lint filter for this whirlpool washer. Regards Like Report kevin asked 9
months ago how much water to fill machine Like Share More 1 answer Portalview 9 months ago
About 70 litres 1 like Report kevin asked 9 months ago how much water to fill machine Like Share
More No answers MalcolmW asked 1 year ago how do you find and clean the filter in a toploader
mchine. Like Share More 1 answer Antoinette 1 year ago You can remove the very top round thingy
OR best solution of all is to put vinegar and baking soda into the machine and run a cycle.
Alternatively you can empty a dishwasher cleaner and run through a hot cycle. Ive had my machine
for 11 years and it is still going strong. Read the reviews for Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad
Ace asked 2 years ago Where is the filter Like Share More 1 answer Antoinette 2 years ago You
remove the top section of the agitator and clean it. I also clean the machine by using bi carb soda
and vinegar. I have had this machine now for nearly 11 years and still goes like a dream Like Report
Ken asked 2 years ago My clothes r still dripping wet after the wash cycle is finished it drains all the
water but it seems like the drum is not spinning fast enough. Any ideas Like Share More No answers
Kay asked 2 years ago My machine making a loud noise and just turning one way is it the gear box.
Any ideas Like Share More 1 answer Sue 2 years ago Google it thats what I do usually find some
helpful and cheap answers. Good luck Like Report Rob asked 4 years ago How do I only use cold
water in this machine. Like Share More 2 answers mumsbeenshoppingagain 4 years ago Hi. From
memory I dont think you can. This is one of the issues that I hadnt with the machine, as I always just
wash in cold water and it annoyed me that I had to use both hot and cold with this machine. Like
Report robbyt 4 years ago Turn the hot water off at the tap.
BANGKOKCABLE.COM/ckf_bccUpload/files/canon-battery-charger-cb-5l-manual.pdf
Only leave the cold tap on and choose a cold wash cold rince. Like Report Joy asked 4 years ago I
would also like to know if this machine has a lint filter, as I have no manual for this machine, any
help would be appreciated. It washes great and was second hand but I am finding little bits of dirt on
my clothes. Like Share More 3 answers Susie167 4 years ago No doesnt have a lint filter. You may
need to remove the centre adjitator to clean that every now and then. Like Report sara 11 months
ago How do u remove the bolt when its very long to get in there i dont have tools take it off. Like
Report Steven R. 4 months ago Socket wrench Like Report Justin asked 4 years ago Water usage on
medium Like Share More 2 answers Susie167 4 years ago I do not know the actual litres used if that
is your question. Like Report robbyt 4 years ago Wouldnt have a clue. It likes to use plenty of water.
Read the reviews for Speed Queen AWNA62 148 reviews Ad Evelina asked 4 years ago Hi, I have
this washing machine and it is very good but what I want to know how and where is the filter for me
to clean. Thanks! Like Share More 1 answer robbyt 4 years ago I presume you are talking about a
lint filter and thats the problem with the machine, there is no lint filter, at least not one that Ive ever

been able to find. The only way to deal with the problem is to sort the washing by colour and follow
the instructions on the underside of the lid. I sort my washing in three colours, whites, blacks and
colours, if you want to take it even further, go searching for the lint in the dirty washing before its
put in the machine i.e., turn out pockets and tight corners and brush with a nail brush. Youll be
surprised at how much lint you get out. In spite of this problem I dont know what I would replace the
machine with if it brakes down, front loaders dont appeal to me they might be water efficient but I
dont think they are energy efficient when it takes up to 2hrs for a simple cycle.
Good luck with the filter. Like Report Willywahpoo asked 5 years ago Is there a lint catcher. Like
Share More 1 answer Susie167 5 years ago HI. No as far as I know there is no lint catcher in my
machine Like Report tools.equipment asked 5 years ago Rusted drum after 3 years.Melbourne Vic.
Like Share More 1 answer Susie167 5 years ago That is bad that you have a rusted drum.I had my
original Whirlpool for many years with no rust and we lived on the ocean. Like Share More 2
answers Susie167 6 years ago I can only suggest that to avoid getting fluff on dark clothing you
regularly wipe out the machine barrel with a damp cloth, particularly if you are washing dark
colours after washing towels, sheets, anything that leaves a residue. It is another job that we must
do, but in the long run saves time using the lint roller to remove fluff.Like Report Joy74 asked 8
years ago Does the Whirlpool 6ALSQ8000 have a lint filter, and if so where. My old Simpson had a
lint filter in the middle of the central agitator, which could be removed, but this one does not seem
to be removable. No this washing machine doesnt have one. I expected to find one there as well, but
to my suprise, this machine has none. You will find lots of info and tips. The main causes for excess
lint in washing are putting the wrong fabrics together in the wash some shed lint badly and others
attract lint; cramming too many garments into the machine so rinsing is inefficient; not wiping out
the machine after use. You may not need any detergent or soap, your towels will remain fluffy, and
your machine will remain fresh and free of buildup. Bicarb as a soaker is good for removing stains,
mould, and as a whitener. Do not use fabric softener. It causes a build up of silicone on your fabrics
which makes them less absorbent.
See easy to follow diagrams on how to take apart your machine and replace the broken
washerDiagnose your problem RIGHT NOW, cheaply and easily, with our FREE ONLINE Whirlpool
washing machine repair manual! If your Whirlpool washer is leaking; what things do you check first.
Why not save yourself a lot of time, hassle, and money, and just go there firstFind which Whirlpool
washer parts in your machine need replacing and how to do it yourself. GST is included in the
buyers premium. See User Agreement Collection is the responsibility of the purchaser. Pick up is
available by advance booking only once cleared funds are received. Bookings must be made 24 hours
prior to pick up date and time. Click here for location parking details. To collect your purchases
please bring a copy of your winner’s email and photo ID. If you intend to send a third party to collect
your goods on your behalf, you need to send them with a copy of your winner’s email along with a
photocopy of your photo ID and signed note of authority permitting Grays staff to release your
purchases to the third party. Please note GraysOnline accepts no responsibility for transit damage to
these items once they have been picked up from the warehouse. Items must be inspected before
removal from GraysOnline as refunds or exchange are not given under any circumstances. Any items
not collected after the last pick up date may be deemed abandoned and resold or otherwise disposed
of, please see our GraysOnline User Agreement for more information. GraysOnline team members
are unable to support you with the loading of your vehicle. You must ensure you arrive with
appropriate support to help you load your vehicle and your vehicle is suitable to transport your
purchase Packaging and collection of assets is the responsibility of the purchaser. Delivery is not
available for this auction. Safety Guidelines Children under the age of 15 will not be permitted on
GraysOnline sites.
All persons visiting these sites must be wearing fully enclosed shoes, preferably safety boots where

possible. Simply post your job on MeeMeep and the transport providers will come to you. Click here
for more information and to get delivery quotes. Returns and refunds based on these will not be
accepted. Grade 2 Items in this category may show minor marks, scratches, dents or imperfections
on the fascia, and may show more significant marks, scratches, dents or imperfections on the casing
which will be indicated by colour stickers and a photo included. Returns and refunds based on these
will not be accepted. Grade 3 Items in this category may show more significant marks, scratches,
dents or imperfections on the fascia and the casing and these will be indicated by colour stickers and
a photo included. Grade 4 Items in this category may have major marks, scratches, dents,
imperfections or damage on both the fascia and the casing and these will be indicated by colour
stickers and a photo included. In addition these items may have undiagnosed faults. Returns and
refunds based on these will not be accepted. Our Privacy Policy contains information about how you
can access and correct your personal information, how to make a complaint, and how we deal with
complaints. NSW Liquor Licence LIQP770010049 Motor Dealer Licence NSW MD13910, VIC
LMCT11156, SA MVD277714, QLD 1700072, WA MD25136. NSW Motor Vehicle Recycler Licence
M057736 Grays NSW Pty Ltd is a credit representative number 509214 of CarLoans.com.au Pty Ltd
Australian Credit Licence 433137. Dont forget to rate my solution as solved if i answered your
question accurately.Thanks!! The cap will pull off towards you as you are facing the unit from the
front of the washer. There will be a screw under each end cap that you will need to remove. b. If the
console does not have removable end caps, you will need to slide a putty knife under the front corner
of each side and push in while lifting up.
There is a retaining clip under each side that has to be released. 3. Once the console has been
released it will lift up and fold back over the back of the washer in its resting position. Use care not
to stress the small plastic hinges that hold it on. They can break easily. 4. Under the console will be
two large brass colored clips. Take a large flat blade screwdriver and place it in the groove of the
clip on the washer top. With the screwdriver firmly in the groove, push away from you towards the
back of the washer. This will release the clips. 5. Disconnect the lid switch connector plug. This is
the white colored plug on the washer top under the console. 6. Remove the washer casing. Open the
lid of the washer. Using one hand, grip under the front rim of the washer opening. Do not grab the
wash tub, just the casing. Tilt the washer case from the back first towards you, slide forward
slightly, and then lift up. The entire case comes off exposing the wash tub and components. Once the
casing is removed, you should have full access the the washer interior components. Next, follow
these series of steps 1. Remove the tub ring. This is the cylindrical donut shaped ring attached to the
top of the wash tub. This ring needs to be removed in order to accommodate the removal of the
inner spin basket. The tub ring comes off by placing a screwdriver under the series of the tabs that
hold it in place and GENTLY prying them up until they release. Be careful not to break off the tabs,
or crack the wash tub. 2. Remove the spanner nut that is under the agitator. This holds the inner
spin basket to center post. 3. With the spanner nut removed, the spin basket should lift straight up
and out. This can be accomplished by grabbing the rim of the spin basket and prying up on one side,
then the other, in an attempt to rock the basket side to side. Searspartsdirect.com has excellent
exploded view diagrams that you can use as a reference.
The tub ring gasket, I mention below, is listed as item 6. Appliancepartspros.com also has these
same drawings. Some things to consider If you remove the tub ring, it is recommended that you
replace the seal on the ring before reassembly. Once the tub seal is broken, it can leak if the seal is
not replaced. When reinstalling the exterior cabinet, follow these steps 1. Reinstall washer case.
With the lid of the washer open, place grasp case under front rim and place it on the washer frame.
While looking down through the washer lid opening, make sure the front lip of the case is placed
UNDER the washer frame and rocked back onto the frame to ensure that the small cleats on the
frame fit into the slotted grooves on the washer case base. If you do not get the case seated correctly
it will rattle and vibrate while the washer is in operation. 2. Make the back of the washer fits into the

washer casing on each side and reinsert the brass clips. Place the clip into the slot on the back of the
washer first, and then forcefully push it into the opening on top of the washer. It will snap back into
to place. 3. REINSTALL LID SWITCH CONNECTOR. It is easy to forget. If you do not reconnect it,
the washer will not work correctly. 4. Reinstall console. If you have questions, or need further
assistance, please let me know. I hope this helps you. PS What is the reason for removing the spin
basket. Anything else I can help you with Procedure 1. Check the drain hose and make sure it is not
plugged or kinked. 2. Unplug washer or disconnect power. 3. Check the electrical connections at the
pump and make sure the pump is running. 4. Check the drain pump filter for foreign objects. 5. Plug
in washer or reconnect power. 5. If the above does not correct the problem, go to step 7. 6. Unplug
washer or disconnect power. 7. Replace the pump. Alternative Procedure If the machine cannot be
forced to its diagnostic mode then 1. Disconnect the washer from the power supply and water
supply. 2.
http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/bose-lifestyle-28-series-1-manual

